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LUMSON signs an agreement for the Acquisition of LEOPLAST:   

Lumson’ leadership in high-end Make Up strengthens. 

 

 

Lumson Spa and Mr Reggiani, sole Director of LEOPLAST, announce the approval of an 

agreement, leading to the gradual integration of Leoplast into Lumson Group.  

The operation will generate significant investments to strengthen Leoplast’s production 

capacity and support on its development in international markets as an excellent manufacturer 

of primary packaging for lipsticks.  

 

Thanks to this agreement, Lumson enlarges its already wide range of products for Make Up by 

introducing an extended offering of standard and custom lipsticks, available in different 

materials and finishes, with customization by innovative decoration technologies.   

 

The acquisition is directly related to Lumson’s strategy, that is aiming to be a privileged partner 

for its customers, taking the benefits of a European production platform, marked for quality, 

reliability,  ability to answer with flexibility and to “time to market” needs, which are always 

more and more pressing.  

 

Lumson is already a leading company in Europe in development, production, and distribution of 

primary packaging for the Cosmetic and Make Up markets.  

 

The company, founded in 1975 and led today by its CEO, Matteo Moretti, is at the head of a 

group operating on an global scale, with two main production sites in Italy and with a staff of 

over 500 employees.  

 

LUMSON shares with LEOPLAST a strong awareness for a sustainable production, proved by 

Lumson’ UNI EN ISO14001 Certification, by common research and tests on recycled and 

regenerated plastics materials and, last but not least, by a large employment of renewable 

energies.   

 

“Made in Italy” Design, attention to quality, traditional and innovative decoration technologies, 

as well as ongoing development in new products and processes have always been the main 

characteristics of Lumson Group. Leoplast’ Acquisition aims to strengthen its position as the 

market leader.  

 
 


